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one rider’s Pursuit of artisanal Purity



n an unseasonably warm and sun-
ny sunday afternoon last march, several of the 
world’s best bicycle-frame builders gathered 
in a crowded pizzeria in san Francisco’s soma 
district. among the ranks were a veritable 

‘who’s who’ of bicycle craftsmanship: steve 
Potts, bruce Gordon, Paul sadoff (rock lobster), 

brent steelman, Jeremy sycip and steve rex, lining 
the walls with some of the best two-wheeled eye candy 

under one roof.
san diego surf-jazz twins The mattson 2 lit up the place 

with their unique sound as patrons milled around the piz-
zeria with the esteemed builders, all enjoying wood-fired 
neapolitan pizza made by new Jersey native anthony 
mangieri. This wiry, heavily tattooed proprietor of una Piz-
za napoletana conceived this gathering—billed as ‘Ruota 
Libera 2011’—along with soulcraft’s owner, sean walling.

mangieri, who speaks in whispering tones reminiscent 
of alec baldwin and has the hard-edged veneer of a skate-
boarding, punk-rock bassist, opened this pizzeria at 11th 
and Howard, catty-corner to California Chopper and walk-
ing distance from the dna lounge—a popular music venue 
that’s hosted the likes of metallica, Prince and Green day.

Prick mangieri’s finger on monday and he’ll bleed chain 
lube. Prick his finger on wednesday and he’ll bleed buffalo 
mozzarella cheese. For such a colorful character, his world 
is purely black and white.

The 40-year-old moved his pizzeria from new york 
City’s east Village to san Francisco in september 2010. 

Back to basics: Mangieri’s purist approach to pizza 
means he makes every pie himself, by hand, in a 
wood-fired oven made in naples, italy.
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an avid cyclist who owns nine custom bikes made in the bay area, mangieri 
decided his passion for riding and the outdoors was greater than his quest for 
riches in the big apple. so he closed his doors, took a year off, got married, 
then packed it all up and headed west.

italian roots
at 15, mangieri began to bake. a trip to naples, Italy, began to shape his 
perspective on life, and his Italian roots began burrowing deep. 

“The lifestyle over there is slower than america because most Italians, in my 
view, don’t have hobbies like we do,” he said with a grin and sideways glance 
at his Italian wife Ilaria. “They don’t really exercise: They work and they hang out, 
drink coffee and talk. The men go to cafes and clubs to talk, drink, smoke and 
be part of that community. even if you’re in a village, there’s a tight-knit sense 
of community. everything is shared. everyone’s involved in each other’s world.”

on this recent saturday morning, mangieri has the pizzeria to himself. He 
pauses for a minute, looking around at the empty tables in the vaulted indus-
trial space he rents.

“The challenge I have with running the pizzeria is dealing with the spectrum 
of people and their needs. I need to hit the reset button all the time. I do all the 
work, and that’s the way I prefer things. I don’t want to sound like a jerk, but 
everything I do is for my satisfaction only, not others.” 

naturally leavened
Though he didn’t realize it at the time, the influence of his family would lead him 
to the birthplace of the mountain bike, mt. Tamalpais, via naples and its famous 
delicacy: wood-fired pizza. after graduating high school in 1989, he worked for 
the union unloading trucks, detesting every minute of it. He worked for the post 
office, hating it, and decided to follow his entrepreneurial leanings. He opened a 
bakery near the house he shared with his grandmother in new Jersey.

“after I got into food retail, I felt proud of my grandfather’s focus on de-
tails when he had his candy and gelato shop,” mangieri said. “my grandma, 
whom I lived with for eight years, told me how much I reminded her of him. 
my father was handy, very talented and able to build anything. He wasn’t 
afraid of anything, even heights. He was an electrician, and I worked with 

Chasing daydreams: Mangieri’s passion for Bay area singletrack 
and handmade frames prompted him to pull up his new york roots 
and move his renowned pizzeria to san francisco.
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him when I was a kid. I got shocked a few times. He had his own jobs on the side on his 
days off, and I loved going with him. all I thought about was where we were going to eat 
lunch, and which pizza place we’d visit.”

custom stable
mangieri’s first custom bike was a soulcraft Plowboy 26-inch, rigid, steel singlespeed that 
walling built in 2003. He commutes twice a week across the Golden Gate bridge from his 
house in sausalito on a pink soulcraft singlespeed road bike with a matching pink-striped 
Fi’zi:k saddle. His stable includes an Independent Fabrication Xs road bike; a steve Potts 
titanium singlespeed 29er with a baby blue Type II steel fork, saved for spiritual sunday rides 
after mass; a Kish 26-inch titanium singlespeed with a steel Igleheart fork; and two rock 
lobsters (a 26-inch rigid and 29er rigid singlespeed). He bought a stock IF geared mountain 
bike that never fit right, so now Ilaria rides it.

“I had a PK ripper bmX bike with camo pads in grade school,” he said. “I had an early 
ross mTb with a shoulder strap under the toptube. I did a race from the top to bottom of new 
Jersey on it when I was 15, when everyone else was on road bikes. my mother, bless her soul, 
rode with me on a sears three-speed. because I was into bmX racing, I’d use the toe straps 
to jump everything on that ross.”

like many east Coast kids, mangieri wanted a Fat Chance but had no money. He had IF’s 
early catalog, with a photo of a guy riding a flame-painted singlespeed, which spoke to his 
adventurous side. living on the west Coast prompted him to buy another dream bike, this 
time from steelman, based in redwood City.

“once I made a little money I bought a stock IF from a local bike shop,” he said. “I quit 
riding about 10 years ago because where I lived in new Jersey didn’t have much of an mTb 
scene and I grew tired of riding the same trails by myself. I lost interest because it felt like a job 
to ride. I was traveling a lot, to Guatemala, Thailand, plus hiking and running. back then I didn’t 
have the money to get a travel bike. In 2000 or so I rented a bike on an island in Thailand, all 
on fire roads, which inspired me to get back on the bike.”

Coincidentally, san Francisco was mangieri’s original choice to open his pizzeria in 1996. 
To him, the city by the bay is the only cosmopolitan city, an international city with opera, music, 
a mountain-bike scene, healthy tourism, access to mt. Tam and China Camp.

He chose brooklyn instead, leaving the convenient and comfortable confines of his new 
Jersey neighborhood. His rent was $5,000 a month, and he needed to hire and manage 
people like a bigger business than that for which he was prepared. He commuted for the first 
two years from his new Jersey place an hour away and slept in a rest stop on the way home. 
He wouldn’t get out of the pizzeria until 2 a.m., and he’d be out of his mind with lack of peace. 
It made him a different person, he says—someone he’s still trying to find. 

“I went from knowing 30 people in new Jersey to having lines wrapping around the block in 
nyC,” he explained, his hands shaping his narrative. “without any effort, I was being interviewed 
every week, getting on TV, in newspapers, magazines…I felt motivated and empowered, but it 
slowly destroyed me. I thought it was a dream come true at first, but it ate away at me. our nyC 
place was tiny, jammed. The challenges in nyC included having the outdoorsy lifestyle I wanted.”

His first trip to san Francisco wasn’t until 2001, and he went there to ride. He rented a car 
and rode China Camp and the marin Headlands by himself, just as he does today. It’s always 
been hard to sync his riding with everyone’s schedule, even on his days off. For mangieri, 
making pizza is like riding his mountain bike: an eternal quest for the ultimate flow of every-
thing coming together just right. when it happens, it’s like a miracle. but when it’s not quite 
right, he works hard to get back on track.

“I don’t hide the truth or simplicity of real neapolitan pizza by heaping any crap on it.”

serious dough
working from wednesday through saturday nights, mangieri makes about 500 pizzas a 
week—or about 2,000 per month. His beehive-shaped stefano Ferrara oven with ‘a.d. 2010’ 
on the side, made in naples, has small tiles and a mouth belching fire.

at $20 a pop over 15 years, that’s nearly $7.2 million in pizza sales. His menu, like his taste 
in rigid singlespeed bikes, is limited. He doesn’t sell by the slice; only round pizzas made 
of naturally leavened dough, in five choices: marinara, margherita, bianca, Filetti and Ilaria, 

Pie in the sky: for Mangieri, making pizza is like riding his fully-rigid mountain 
bikes—an eternal quest for the ultimate flow of everything coming together just 
right. and when it happens, it’s like a miracle.
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named after his wife. His business hours are wednesday through saturday, from 5 p.m. until the 
dough runs out—usually around 10 p.m.

working the oven by himself, where he bakes three pizzas at a time, has sharpened his skills 
but dulled his penchant for eating pizza, due to a wheat allergy. “I can tell a good pizza from a 
bad one the minute I take it out of the oven,” he said. “The customer can’t always tell, but I can.”

with a limited menu and a trailblazing business model, the outspoken mangieri has developed 
thick skin from the criticism. like Connecticut frame builder richard sachs, he doesn’t necessarily 
make pizzas for others. His focus is on his craft.

“I do all the work, and I’m not interested in selling out,” he explained. “I’m not egotistical, but on 
the other hand I have a huge ego that drives me to prove the naysayers wrong. when you come 
to una Pizza, you get a piece of me with every pie, like it or not.

“I’m driven by the quality of every pizza coming out of my oven. If I feel I’ve had a bad night at 
the oven I’ll stay up at night to figure things out, how to get back on track.”

soulcraft’s walling says mangieri is the real deal.
“He showed up at our shop in Petaluma to order a Plowboy singlespeed in 2003,” walling said. “I 

had no idea who he was. we asked him what he did for a living and he said he owned a pizzeria in 
new york City. I immediately had the stereotypical image of a bunch of jamokes in stained white aprons 
spinning dough. I later learned that was not the case and that we were dealing with a rock star.” 

history on a plate
despite many old wives’ tales and urban myths, pizza is not a recent revelation.

“Pizza goes back to Pompeii,” mangieri said. “If you look at the ovens from 79 a.d., they’re the 
same as what I’m using today. I don’t mix my dough by hand anymore, but I did until two years 
before moving out here. The only thing that’s changed from Pompeii to now is electricity. Com-
panies involved in the pizza industry are also supplying all the ingredients. It’s a huge business.”

The u.s. pizza industry does $32 billion a year, compared to about $6 billion in the bike industry. 
mangieri realizes the economy of scale.

 “our neapolitan concept is taking hold,” he said. “I don’t want to sound like an ornery old 
man, but when I started my pizzeria 15 years ago, we were the only ones doing it this way in the 
country. now it has taken root in the industry and people are selling ovens like mine, ingredients 
like mine, sauce, tomatoes, you name it. 

“what makes my pizza different boils down to the hands that make it each night and the details 
I pour into it; just like a handmade bicycle builder.”

handmade parallels
mangieri went to the north american Handmade bicycle show in san Jose in 2007 and was 
excited by what he saw. but he now thinks the event has outgrown its original spirit, pointing 
to what he perceives as hangers-on and imitators popping up—just like the people he says are 
opening neapolitan pizzerias without any experience. 

“not every handmade bike is a quality bike, just like not every handmade pizza is an artisan 
pizza,” he said. “The oven is a tool. If I go buy the tools to clean people’s teeth, that doesn’t mean 
I’m automatically qualified to be a dentist. similarly, just because I can buy titanium bicycle tubing 
doesn’t mean I can automatically build a frame anywhere near as good as Jim Kish.”

rock lobster’s Paul sadoff respects mangieri’s singular focus on his craft.
“anthony’s passion for food makes him spend many hours at his restaurant,” sadoff said. “His 

passion for riding made him move across the country—restaurant, wife and all.”

one-man band
despite mangieri’s handyman environment growing up, he doesn’t do his own bike maintenance. 

“I over-tighten everything,” he said. “I don’t like going to shops where I need to make a three-
week-in-advance appointment. my go-to mechanic is mike Varley at black mountain Cycles in 
Point reyes station. It’s a far ride to his shop in a pinch, but he’s incredible.”

like mangieri, Varley runs a one-man shop and agrees with his approach to his craft. 
“anthony’s and my approach to each of our businesses is very much the same,” Varley said. “The 

only way to really ensure a consistency in your product, be it pizza or bikes, is to perform all tasks 
yourself. It’s a lot of work sometimes, but the end product is the reason people go to anthony for 
pizza and why he and others come to me for bike work.”   

hard tale: the common denominator of all the things Mangieri admires—from his favor-
ite handmade bikes to tattoos and pizzas—is that they are the result of incessant hard 
work and consummate craftsmanship.


